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This paper describes a practical technique for 3D artistic face modeling where a human identity can be inserted into a 3D artistic face.
This approach can automatically extract the human identity from a 3D human face model and then transfer it to a 3D artistic face
model in a controllable manner. Its core idea is to construct a face geometry space and a face texture space based on a precollected
3D face dataset. Then, these spaces are used to extract and blend the face models together based on their facial identities and styles.
This approach can enable a novice user to interactively generate various artistic faces quickly using a slider control. Also, it can run
in real-time on an off-the-shelf computer without GPU acceleration. This approach can be broadly used in various 3D artistic face
modeling applications such as a rapid creation of a cartoon crowd with different cartoon characters.

1. Introduction
Modeling a 3D artistic face embodied with a specific characteristic is a nontrivial task even for skilled artists. Existing
face crafting techniques that often manipulate, deform, or
exaggerate an initial face model can be potentially used
for this purpose. However, these methods typically require
users to adjust internal parameters of the 3D face or to
learn statistical models from a set of artist-drawn examples.
Besides the painstaking trial-and-error efforts required by
these methods, it is very difficult, if not impossible, for the
users to easily control the level of the facial identity during
the sculpting process.
Commercial applications provide tools for 3D face avatar
modeling along other directions, such as asking users to
manually compose facial components from a list of prebuilt
templates (e.g., Second Life) or to linearly morph between
a human face and a monster face (e.g., http://www.evolver
.com/). Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, all these
approaches do not provide users a simple control to adjust
the level of the human identity while trying to maintain the
original artistic style automatically.
In this paper, we present a practical approach for identityembodied 3D artistic face modeling through automated

human identity blending algorithms. In this work, the human
identity is referred to PCA coefficients from a projection of
a human face model in a PCA subspace (which constructed
from a collection of human faces). The cartoon style is
referred to PCA coefficients from a projection of a cartoon
face model plus the residues outside the PCA subspace
(where residues = a cartoon face model − a reconstructed
PCA projection). The residues are added to the cartoon style
because, normally, a cartoon face contains many important
facial features (styles) falling off the human’s PCA subspace
range.
As illustrated in Figure 2, this automatic system (shown
in Figure 1) consists of the following three main steps. (i)
Given an input 3D human face (called the human identity
face or further abbreviated as the HI-face in this writing)
and an input 3D artistic face (called the artistic style face or
further abbreviated as the AS-face), both the HI-face and ASface are projected to reduced PCA subspaces. (ii) Users can
interactively adjust a slider to control the embodied levels
of the HI-face on the AS-face by our introduced identity
engineering (IE) algorithm. (iii) A resultant 3D artistic
face model is automatically constructed by our 3D surface
and texture synthesis algorithms. Through our experiment,
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Figure 1: The proposed approach can automatically transfer the human identity of a human face to a provided 3D artistic face while providing
a simple high-level control to users.
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Figure 2: The schematic overview of our approach.

we found that our approach can synthesize various desired
identity-embodied face characters while keeping artistic
styles intact.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly reviews recent efforts most related to this
work. Section 3 describes the offline data processing step in
our approach. Section 4 describes the core algorithms used
in this work. Section 5 details the geometric deformation
and texture synthesis processes. Experimental results of
our approach are reported in Section 6. Finally, limitations,
future directions, and concluding remarks are presented in
Section 7.

2. Related Work
Comprehensively reviewing various previous efforts on facial
modeling and animation is clearly beyond the scope of this
paper. Interested readers can refer to the recent survey [1]. In
this section, we briefly review major efforts in two relevant
research areas: cartoon/caricature modeling and 3D face
modeling/deformation.
2.1. Cartoon/Caricature Modeling. Our work focuses on a
cartoon face modeling. However, it shares several common
features with a caricature modeling since they both create
a face that reflects a human identity. While a caricature
modeling attempts to exaggerate a human face identity for

better communication [2], a cartoon face modeling attempts
to keep an artistic style to emphasize its cartoon character.
As the earliest documented effort on computer generated
caricature, Brennan [3] generates a 2D caricature sketch by
exaggerating (scaling) the whole face drawing with respect to
the average human face. Later, Koshimizu et al. [4] present
a similar PICASSO system to produce a 2D image-based
caricature. Hsu and Jain [5] use interactive snakes algorithm
to detect facial components and then generate a 2D caricature
sketch by scaling its difference from the average face. Mo et al.
[6] generate a 2D caricature sketch by exaggerating each facial
part based on its standard deviation. In recent years, examplebased caricature generation techniques have been proposed
to learn the drawing style of artists by using various statistics
and machine learning algorithms, for example, partial leastsquares based learning [7], eigen-space mapping [8], mean
value coordinates [9], and golden ratio distance [10]. In
addition, Akleman and Reisch [11] suggest a general five-step
procedure to manually craft a stylish 3D caricature. From
precollected art work portrait examples, many data-driven
approaches [12–16] generate an art work portrait purely from
a novel photograph. These works mainly capture a relation
of an artistic style from an art work and its photograph
from many examples to recreate a novel art work. Recently,
Berger et al. [16] synthesize various artistic styles as well as
abstraction levels of portrait sketches using a collection of
artist art works. However, none of these approaches offers
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a tool to modify an identity of an artistic face while keeping
the artistic style as intact as possible. Besides, users can
also introduce any novel artistic faces to our system without
limiting to the predefined styles as in the other approaches.
2.2. 3D Face Modeling/Deformation. Early efforts on a 3D
face modeling are typically based on multiple images [17].
By acquiring continuous surface deformation details, recent
performance capture advances can produce high-fidelity
3D face mesh sequences based on the performance of a
human subject, including multiresolution capture [18], stereo
cameras-based capture [19, 20], and structured light capture
[21]. Researchers have also developed a variety of algorithms,
interfaces, and tools to allow users to directly manipulate 3D
facial mesh models [22, 23]. Recent data-driven facial editing
and deformation algorithms utilize the statistical correlations
in precollected facial datasets [24–28]. Notably, Blanz and
Vetter [29] build a 3D morphable face model by constructing
principal component analysis (PCA) spaces from the 3D
geometry and texture of a scanned 3D face dataset and
demonstrate that the constructed face PCA spaces can be
used for various face synthesis and editing applications.
Besides, the puppetry methods have been developed to
directly control face poses based on the live performance
of an actor/actress [30–34]. However, all these methods are
focused on modeling realistic 3D models for normal human
faces, and none of them can automatically transfer or embed
the identity of a human face to a 3D artistic face. Recently,
Sucontphunt and Neumann [35] synthesize a 3D artistic face
by combining facial feature points from a sketch portrait
with an artistic face example’s surface and texture. However,
this work purely deforms an artistic face example to fit the
facial feature points. The surface of a resultant 3D artistic
face is the random mixed between feature point constraints
and the artistic face example. In contrast, our work interprets
a human face’s identity as well as an artistic face’s style and
provides a controller for blending them systematically.
2.3. Shape Interpolation. Shape interpolation techniques aim
to morph in-between shape semantically by blending example shapes together. Linear interpolation on vertex positions
is simple and fast but it suffers from nonlinear nature of high
rotation parts between example shapes. Sumner et al. [36]
interpolate 3D shapes from example 3D shapes using rotation
invariant shape-space by projecting the shapes into linearly
scaling-shearing shape-space and linearly logarithm rotation
shape-space with deformation gradient [24]. Winkler et al.
[37] interpolate 3D shapes by traversing a shape hierarchy
from global to local scales focusing on its edge lengths
and dihedral angles [38] to form translation and rotation
invariant shape-spaces. Marras et al. [39] separate a 3D shape
into linear and nonlinear interpolable segments in order to
interpolate them properly to save a computational time. These
techniques generate impressive plausible 3D shapes in the
range of given 3D example shapes. However, none of these
techniques focuses on maintaining unique features (3D facial
identity and 3D artistic style in our case) of in-between 3D
shape during an interpolation process.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Comparison of different surface representations in blending process by applying random scaling factors to each representation: (a) the original face model, (b) vertex displacement representation, and (c) affine transformation representation.

3. Offline Data Processing
Our approach utilizes a precollected 3D human face dataset
[40] consisting of 100 subjects (56 females and 44 males),
ranging from 18 to 70 years old with diversified ethnicities.
Each entry in the dataset consists of a 3D face mesh and its
corresponding texture. We process the face dataset offline as
follows. First, to build the correspondence for all the 3D face
models in the dataset, we choose a face model outside the
dataset as the reference face. Then, we register all the faces
with the reference face using the deformation transferring
algorithm proposed by Sumner and Popović [24]. To the end,
all the registered faces have the same topology as the reference
face. To statistically represent a human identity, we construct
two reduced PCA subspaces from the dataset, as follows.
3.1. Face Geometry Subspace. The geometric identity of each
3D face is encoded as 3D affine transformations between
the face and the average human face. We encode the face
deformation (i.e., difference from the average human face)
as affine transformations rather than naive vertex displacements because the former produces smoother surfaces during
the blending process. Figure 3 illustrates example results of
different surface representations when blending the surfaces
with random scaling factors. To calculate the affine transformations for each face mesh, we employ the deformation
gradient algorithm [24] because a 3D face does not contain a
big translation, and this algorithm performs in linear time.
Then, the PCA spaces are constructed from the obtained
affine transformation data of all the faces.
One important issue in using affine transformation matrices is they cannot be linearly interpolated, while data points
in a PCA space is expected to be linearly interpolable. In
this work, we decompose an affine transformation matrix
to a rotation component, 𝑅, and a scaling component, 𝑆,
using polar decomposition. Then, we also use the exponential
map to transform 𝑅 to its logarithm space, log(𝑅), to ensure
its linear interpolable property as in MeshIK framework
[36]. For each face mesh, we concatenate the log(𝑅) and 𝑆
of all the vertices to form two vectors, respectively. To the
end, based on all the obtained vectors, we construct two
truncated PCA subspaces, namely, 𝜙log(𝑅) and 𝜙𝑆 . In this work,
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Figure 4: Comparison of different blending schemes. (a) Shape transferring using deformation transfer algorithm [24], (b) 50/50 linear
interpolation between their corresponding PCA feature vectors, and (c) the result by our identity engineering (IE) algorithm.

we retain the 99 most significant eigenvectors to construct
each truncated PCA subspace.
3.2. Face Texture Subspace. Similarly, we also construct a face
texture PCA subspace, 𝜙tex , based on the textures of all the
faces in the dataset. In this process, only the tone information
represented by 𝑆 and 𝑉 components of the HSV color space
of the face textures is used to avoid color artifacts. The color
artifacts basically result from mixing the nonhuman color
from the AS-face with the human texture from the HI-face
in the RGB color space (will be discussed in more details in
Section 5). Also, to prevent the obvious color artifacts from
the blending process similar to the geometry part, the texture
is represented by the image gradient from an average human
face instead of direct pixel values.

4. Identity Engineering Algorithm
Since the PCA subspace is linear, we refer to the projected PCA coefficients of a face as its feature vector. In
this subspace, we can interpolate two feature vectors as a
way to combine two faces together. However, the simply
combined/interpolated face could easily lose the major characteristics of both faces, as shown in Figure 4. Also, if we
transfer the HI-face to the AS-face using a shape transferring
technique such as the deformation transfer [24], the resultant
face will be uncontrollably mixed between the AS-face and
the HI-face, as shown in Figure 4 (geometric only) and
Figure 12 (with texture).
For the above reason, we introduce an identity engineering (IE) algorithm that captures the uniqueness of the HI-face
and transfers it to the AS-face automatically. This technique
includes the ability to control the level of uniqueness of
the HI-face. The IE algorithm consists of data preparation,
identity selection, and identity transfer steps.
At the data preparation step, we first register both the
input HI-face and AS-face with the reference face model
through deformation transferring [24] as in the offline data
processing step (Section 3). Then, the affine transformations
of all the triangles of the registered HI-face and AS-face are
extracted. Finally, the log(𝑅) components of the two faces
are transformed to two PCA feature vectors by projecting

them to the preconstructed PCA subspace, 𝜙log(𝑅) . Similar
PCA transformations are applied to the S component and the
texture component (𝜙tex ). Since the IE algorithm needs to be
applied to the log(𝑅), 𝑆, and 𝜙tex components, separately; for
convenience, we use 𝑉ℎ (or 𝑉𝑐 ) to refer to the obtained PCA
feature vector of the HI-face (or the AS-face).
At the identity selection step, to identify the face uniqueness, the human likelihood of the 𝑉ℎ in its PCA space is
computed by (1) [41]. Consider
𝐿 human =

1
(2𝜋)𝑀/2

2

1 𝑀 𝑉ℎ
exp {− ∑ 𝑖 } ,
2 𝑖=1 V𝑖

(1)

where 𝑀 is the number of the eigenvectors, V𝑖 is the 𝑖th
eigen-value, and 𝑉ℎ𝑖 is 𝑖th coefficient of the feature vector
𝑉ℎ . 𝐿 human is the likelihood of 𝑉ℎ , which defines a similarity
between the face 𝑉ℎ and the average human face. The low
𝐿 human (i.e., high 𝑉ℎ ) means that the face is very unique
(some facial features make the face away from an average
face). Thus, the uniqueness score of the 𝑖th coefficient can be
just calculated by (2). These uniqueness scores are the main
criteria to select which coefficients should be transferred to
𝑉𝑐 . To make the scores comparable, the scores are normalized
to the range of [0, 1] and concatenated into one vector. We call
this concatenated vector as a score vector 𝑆ℎ :
𝑆ℎ𝑖 =

𝑉ℎ2𝑖
V𝑖

.

(2)

At the identity transfer step, if any value in the score vector
𝑆ℎ (i.e., the uniqueness score of the 𝑖th coefficient) is larger
than the user-specified threshold (via the slider bar control),
then its corresponding coefficients of 𝑉ℎ will be transferred to
̃𝑐 as described in Algorithm 1.
𝑉𝑐 creating a resulting vector 𝑉
Therefore, when the users move the slider control from right
to left, the resultant face will gradually reveal more identity of
the HI-face. Figure 5 shows various resultant faces by varying
the value of the slider. Figure 6 shows the 3D geometric views
of two resultant artistic faces (the slider value is set to 0.5).
̃𝑐 back to their affine transformation
Finally, we transform 𝑉
matrix and texture spaces, which are used in the later sections
in reconstructing the resultant 3D face and its texture.
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Figure 5: Results by varying the value of the slider control.
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(1) for 𝑖 = 1 to size of (𝑉𝑐 ) do
(2) if 𝑆ℎ (𝑖) ≥ 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 then
̃𝑐 (𝑖) = 𝑉ℎ (𝑖);
(3)
𝑉
(4) else
̃𝑐 (𝑖) = 𝑉𝑐 (𝑖);
(5)
𝑉
(6) end if
(7) end for
Algorithm 1: Identity engineering algorithm.
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Figure 6: 3D geometric views of two resultant artistic faces (the
slider value is set to 0.5).
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Figure 8: The runtime user interface of our approach. (Left):
an input human face (HI-face), (Middle): the resultant identityembodied artistic face with a slider to control a level of HI-face over
the AS-face in the resultant face, (Right): an input artistic face (ASface).
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Figure 7: Comparison of the artistic texture synthesis process if
different color spaces (RGB or HSV) are used. To emphasize the
difference, the gradients are scaling up by 5. Blending in the RGB
color space leads to a face texture with human-skin-base-color, while
blending in the HSV color space (maintaining Hue) produces a face
texture with artistic-style-base-color.

5.1. Geometric Deformation. To reconstruct 3D meshes from
the affine transformation matrices, the deformation transfer
framework [24] is used to synthesize a 3D surface. In this
framework, the affine transformation matrices are used to
transform each triangle mesh on an average face surface
individually. To keep the surface smooth, shared vertices
among triangle meshes are used as constraints by solving
them in a sparse matrix optimization (3):

̃𝑐 ) ,
arg min (𝑇𝑥 − 𝐴

𝑥

(3)

where 𝑇 is the linear operator of the average face surface,
̃𝑐 is the affine transformations (from 𝑉
̃𝑐 ) from the IE
𝐴
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Input

Figure 9: Example results by our approach. The leftmost column shows the input HI-faces. The top row shows the input AS-faces.

algorithm, and 𝑥 is the vector containing the vertex positions
of the resultant identity-embodied artistic face. This sparse
matrix optimization can be solved by Cholesky factorization
algorithm [24] to speed up the process.
5.2. Texture Enhancement. The IE algorithm is used in the
texture space the same way as in the geometry space with
slight modification. Since the AS-face texture may not be
limited to the reddish-base-color space of the normal human
skin texture, we need to come up with an effective means to
blend the HI-face texture with the AS-face texture. Specifically, we use HSV color space for texture blending, instead of
the conventional RGB color space, to maintain the AS-face
base-color. The tone channels (𝑆 and 𝑉) of HSV are the only
channels to be transferred to the artistic face texture, while
the values in the Hue channel are kept intact. The main reason
is, approximately, the Hue channel which represents the base
color of the AS-face, while the 𝑆 and 𝑉 channels represent
the variations of the base color (its facial identity). This
will produce the face texture that contains the appearance
of the AS-face with the tone of the HI-face. However, in

case the human base color needed to be kept as well, we
can interpolate Hue value that prefers artistic’s Hue over
the human’s Hue, for example, using quadratic interpolation.
Figure 7 compares the artistic face texture synthesis process
if the RGB or HSV color space is used. Thus, the IE algorithm
is performed only under 𝑆 and 𝑉 channels as encoded in 𝜙tex .
To reconstruct the facial texture, we employ the Poisson
image editing technique [42] to transfer the image gradient
to the average human texture, as shown below:
arg min ∑ ‖𝐹 − 𝐶 − 𝐴‖ ,
𝐹

all pixels

(4)

where 𝐹 is the resultant face texture, 𝐶 is the image gradient
from the IE algorithm, and 𝐴 is the average face texture.

6. Results and Evaluations
The goal of this work is to keep the artistic-style intact as
much as possible while adding new identities to it but not
aiming to keep the human identity to be recognizable out of
the artistic face consistently. Thus, the goal of our evaluation
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Figure 10: The second group of example results by our approach. The leftmost column shows the input HI-faces. The top row shows the input
AS-faces.
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Figure 11: Questionnaire examples. (Left): the questionnaire that has the highest recognition rate (94.1 percent) and (Right) the questionnaire
that has the lowest recognition rate (58.8 percent). The correct answers of both are (B).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Linear interpolation results. (a) The results from the first
row of Figure 9 but using linear interpolation technique. (b) The
results from the first row of Figure 10 but using linear interpolation
technique.

is to check the variation of the synthesized artistic faces.
The artistic faces synthesized from the same AS-face with a
specific HI-face should resemble this specific HI-face than
other HI-faces.
To do so, first, we allow three novice users to use our
developed user interface (UI) as shown in Figure 8 to create
target artistic faces. This UI provides users a slider to adjust
the level of HI-face and AS-face. Specifically, the slider is used
to adjust the value threshold in Algorithm 1. The users were
instructed to create cartoon characters that retain the original
artistic style but also contain a hint of the target human face
identity. Each face contains 3000 vertices with 5000 triangles.
Figures 9 and 10 show some results generated by the users.
Second, the recognition rate (how/whether people can
recognize the artistic face as an individual person) is conducted with a user study comparing our method with the
traditional linear interpolation technique. Seventeen computer science student volunteers participated in this study. It
was composed of 11 questionnaires, each of which asks the
participants to select the artistic face that most resembles
the input human face from 3 other same artistic-style face
candidates (the other 2 candidates are chosen randomly
from the results) as shown in Figure 11. The experiments are
conducted for our technique and for the linear interpolation
technique separately.
For our technique, based on the collected survey results,
the average recognition rate is 88.5 percent, and its standard
deviation is 11.2. However, if we consider the majority vote
scheme (i.e., the majority-voted face for each questionnaire is
the one picked by nine or more out of the seventeen participants), all of the 11 questionnaires were correctly answered.
In this sense, the recognition rate is perfect. Also, five out
of the seventeen participants answered all the questionnaires
correctly. For the linear interpolation technique, the average

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13: The results of using our approach in an entertainment
application. From left to right: the input human photograph, the
selected AS-face, and the final result. Each 3D HI-face is created
from a photograph of the celebrity by using FaceGen [43]. Note that
the synthesized faces are only the facial part but we adjust all the skin
parts of the celebrities to match the AS-face styles. Also, some faces
are rotated to fit to the photograph face poses.

recognition rate is 62.1 percent, and its standard deviation is
27.3. For the majority vote scheme, 7 out of 11 were correctly
answered. The examples of the linear interpolation results are
shown in Figure 12.
In conclusion, these results imply that, on average, the
artistic faces created by our technique can be consistently
distinguished as their input human face identities by most
users than the traditional linear interpolation technique.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel modeling tool to automatically generate 3D artistic faces embodied with individual
identities. By providing a simple slider, even novice users
are able to interactively produce desired artistic faces in a
few seconds. Also, it can run in real-time on an off-the-shelf
computer without GPU acceleration.
Through our experiments, we found that our approach
can be used to synthesize various artistic face characters that
are differentiated by the human identities while maintaining
the artistic style. It should be noted that the identityembodied artistic faces created by our approach are not
intended to be used in a face recognition or other similar
applications but to model various artistic faces for character
differentiation which can be used in entertainment applications, for example, for creating a specific monster character
face from a person. Figure 13 shows an example of using this
technique to create monster faces out of the celebrity faces.

International Journal of Computer Games Technology
The current approach has several limitations. First, our
approach is built on top of a precollected face dataset.
However, the number of faces (100 faces) in the dataset
is relatively small, which may not be sufficient to fit a
well-behaved probabilistic model (the Gaussian distribution
assumption). This issue limits the identity capturing ability of
our approach. Second, our current approach cannot handle
the generation of various facial expressions and animations
on the resultant artistic faces, although animation is not
the focus of the current work. By extending existing facial
expression retargeting and animation techniques, we expect
realistic facial expressions and animations can be soundly
reproduced on the resultant artistic face models.
In the future, apart from the slider control, we plan to
explore other user-friendly interfaces such as suggestive user
interfaces [44] that allow users to select plausible shapes from
example models or a region-based controller for modifying
each facial region separately. For the texture enhancement,
we plan to further develop a texture synthesis technique
that can be adapted to different 3D facial geometry such as
rerendering necessary shadows and lighting effects.
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